
 

  

 

Game lesson title 
Videogame narratives 2: Papers, Please critical reading and presentation task 

Brief intro  

This is an extension lesson from the previous lesson Videogame narratives 1: 
dystopian characteristics and Papers, Please introduction. In this lesson 
students compared Papers, Please to dystopian films and examined how the 
element of interactivity and player choice changed the narrative and 
experience of the game. 

 

Papers Please is a game set in a fictional dystopian state. You play a character 
who has been lotto drafted into becoming a border security officer. You must 
check the passports and entrance permits of those aiming to visit and use 
your discretion on who you decide to let into the state.   

 

In this lesson students will extend on their observations of Papers, Please 
examining two critical studies of the game and introducing students into how 
gameplay can be used as an analytical tool.  

 

These lessons feed into VCE Media Unit 2: Narrative across media forms. 

Lesson hook 

Putting It into theory: Now that we have played the game, lets analyse it! 
Papers, Please 

Suggested year 
level  

 
 Year 11 (though can be 
adapted to a year 10 game 
studies unit) 

Suggested age 
level 

 

  

16/17 

Author 

You are free to copy, communicate and adapt this lesson plan which was 
created by Dean Ashton and Alora Young and licensed under a Creative 
Commons Attribution 2.0 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0 

 

Subject/s 

☒ Multimedia ☒ Visual Arts ☒ Digital Technologies 

Curriculum/Capabilities Alignment (VIC/AC) and Skills 

Unit 2 O1 
knowledge 

Media pre-production, production and post-production techniques to represent 
ideas and achieve particular effects.  



 

  

Media codes and conventions used to construct meaning in media products. 

The characteristics of a range of media representations in media forms.  

Media technologies used to produce representations in a range of media forms. 

Media production language appropriate to the design, production and evaluation 
of media representations in a range of media forms 

Unit 2 O1 

skills 

Apply media codes and conventions to construct meaning in media products. 

Evaluate the characteristics of a range of media representations in media forms. 

Use media language appropriate to the design, production and evaluation of 

media representations in a range of media forms. 

 

Game Used Papers, Please 

Game play required? Not this session but in previous lesson Videogame Narratives 1 

Classification   CONSOLE INTERNET REQUIRED? COST (RRP) 

PG Mac, IOS or PC  For initial download 
$14.50 for drm free 

version on GOG.Com 

Important note about Game Classification  

As classifications can change, teachers are responsible for checking the latest videogame 
classification and suitability for their class age group.  Please visit 
https://www.classification.gov.au/ and https://www.commonsense.org/education/ to guide you. 

How are games used by students in the lesson? 

Watchers – observing, analysing and evaluating. Learning about the world and ourselves through 
understanding the impact of games culture and industry. 

Technical Notes  

Note: Papers, Please is 32-bit only and will not work on macOS 10.15 and up at time of writing. 

 

Prior knowledge/skills (Required/Recommended/References) 

https://www.classification.gov.au/
https://www.commonsense.org/education/


 

  

Students will have needed to play the game prior to this lesson in groups (a critical play lesson) 

Student Outcomes 

Learning goals 

 

KNOW: How gameplay and the option to participate can affect players perception 
of morality. 

BE ABLE TO: Present arguments for or against how interactivity affects players 
experience of ethics. 

IMPROVE: Analytical skills and higher order thinking - ability to articulate these 
arguments using the research provided and observation of gameplay.  

 

LESSON SEQUENCE:  

Prep & 
introduction  

activities 

Will need to pre-purchase and ideally install Papers, Please beforehand. 
 

Intro activity: Discuss the role morality plays in Papers, Please.  

• What ethical issues are you faced with? (eg body scanner) 

• Who are you responsible for? Family? Immigrants? The Government? 



 

  

Main lesson 
activities   

Split the class in half and get them to read through one of the following articles.  
It should take no longer than 20 minutes to complete the reading. 

• https://press-start.gla.ac.uk/index.php/press-
start/article/view/70/61?fbclid=IwAR0UEJP7LzIVCi3YeSzw1WMFpV5lC8t
HkKFljUgRoOEHCL2Oxfucj4avrc4 

• http://web.science.mq.edu.au/~malcolmr/publications/formosa-ryan-
staines-eit2016.pdf 

Lead a group discussion after the reading is complete. Some questions to 
consider:  

• What are the values of Pope, the creator?  

• What is the message behind this game? 

• How are different players impacted by their values? 

 

Break students into their critical play groups from lesson 1. Set a task for them to 
reflect on what they have learned and create a short presentation which 
responds to the following question: 

• How does Papers, Please explore the concept of morality? 

 

Students should reference the style, story elements and game mechanics in 
Papers, Please as examples in their answer. 

  

The presentation will be assessed in the following class. 

Reflection 

activity  

Group discussion on how they felt about the game initially and if that is different 
now after their research. 

Differentiation: 
modification, 
extension and 
inclusion notes  

Option to use Powerpoint to help visual learners. 

Assessment 

Summative presentation assessment outlined in lesson plan. 

ACMI Game Lessons acknowledges the support of the Department of Education Training, Victoria, 
through the Strategic Partnerships Program.  
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